
 

 

1  Release Notes 
 

Milestone XProtect® Device Pack 10.2a 
 

It is with great pleasure that Milestone Systems as of February 28th, 2019 is shipping the newly added support for 

devices to our Device Packs.  

Device Compatibility Overview 

This release note lists the changes in Device Pack 10.2a that are supported in the following VMS versions: 

 

• XProtect Corporate   2016 - 2018 

• XProtect Expert  2016 - 2018 

• XProtect Professional+  2017 - 2018 

• XProtect Express+  2017 - 2018 

• XProtect Essential+  2017 - 2018 

For Husky M50A, M500A, M550A and the Husky X-series (X2 and X8 model) NVRs, the changes in Device Pack 

10.1a are supported according to the VMS software version installed. 

For more information on the availability and support on the different VMS versions, please check our Product 

Lifecycle webpage. 

 

NOTES 

Please note there are special requirements for the support of the following functionalities: 

 

Functionality Version required 

Audio  

XProtect Corporate 2.0a or above Multi-streams 

Pre-alarms 

H.264 XProtect Corporate 2.0b or above 

Interlaced field-encoded H.264 XProtect Corporate 4.1a or above 

GOP XProtect Corporate 5.0a or above 

H.265 XProtect Corporate 10.2b or above 

 

 

Please note, that installation of DP 10.0 and higher requires .Net 4.7 to be installed first (for details and 

alternative options, please refer to Milestone Knowledge Base). 

https://www.milestonesys.com/support/resources/product-lifecycle
https://www.milestonesys.com/support/resources/product-lifecycle
https://supportcommunity.milestonesys.com/s/article/Device-Pack-10-requires-NET-47?language=en_US
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Device Pack Updates 

 

New firmware support for devices for the following partners: 

• Arecont Vision 

• Axis 

• Bosch 

• Hanwha Techwin 

• Vivotek 

 

Additional support for specific features for the following partners and drivers: 

 

• AXIS: 

Added support for  

✓ Supervised event state to Axis audio driver 

 

• Bosch: 

Added support for  

✓ Full ONVIF metadata; 

✓ Retrieving Metadata on edge storage 

✓ Audio alarm events 

 

• Hanwha: 

Added support for 

✓ Metadata to Hanwha drivers 

✓ Multicast for selected devices  

 

• ONVIF: 

Added support for 

✓ Smart SD card event for Vivotek 

 

 

New device support for: 
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Axis 

P1290 & P9106-V 

 

Dahua 

N65CB5Z, N65CL5Z, N64CB32, N64CB33, N64CL52, N64CL53, N64CG52, N64CG53, N52BF3Z, N52BM3Z, N51BD22, 

N51BD23, N51BL22, N51BL23, N51BI22, N51BI23, N44BG53, N44BN52, N44CB33, N44CL52, N44CL53, N44CG52, 

N44CG52-B, N44CG53, N45CB5Z, N45CL5Z, N45CL5Z-B, N45BA5, N84CB34, N84CL54, N84CG54, N24CB33, 

N24CL52, N24CG52, N24CL53,N24CG53, N25CB5Z, N25CL5Z, N24BN52, DH-IPC-HDBW4231FN-E2-M, N25BA5, 

N84CL52, N84CG52, N85CM5Z, N85CL5Z, N85CB5Z, N28BB7Z, N28BL7Z, 52C230UNI-A, 59230UNI, 50230UNI-A, 

6CE230UNI, 59430UNI, 52C430UNI, 50430UNI, 6C430UNI, 6AL245UNI, N55BS5, DH-IPC-HFW4239TN-ASE, DH-IPC-

HDBW4239RN-ASE, NK8BR4, N68BR4V, 12203TNI, 1A203TNI, 42212TNI, 40212TNI, 42C212TNI, 49225TNI, 

6AE240VNI, DH-PTZ19240VN-IRB-N, DH-PSD81602N-A360, DH-IPC-HFW4239T-ASE, DH-IPC-HDBW4231FP-E2-M, 

IPC-HDBW5231E-ZE-HDMI, DH-IPC-HDBW4239R-ASE, DH-TPC-BF5600N-B7, DH-TPC-BF5600N-B13, DH-TPC-

BF5600N-B25, DH-TPC-BF5600N-B35, DH-TPC-BF5400N-B7, DH-TPC-BF5400N-B13, DH-TPC-BF5400N-B25, DH-TPC-

BF5400N-B35, DH-TPC-SD8620N-B25Z30, DH-TPC-SD8620N-B50Z30, DH-TPC-PT8620AN-B60Z30, DH-TPC-

PT8620AN-B100Z30, DH-TPC-PT8620BN-B30150Z62, DH-TPC-PT8420AN-B60Z30, DH-TPC-PT8420AN-B100Z30, DH-

TPC-SD8420N-B25Z30 & DH-TPC-SD8420N-B50Z30 

 

FLIR Systems 

DH-390 2MP 

 

Hanwha Techwin 

TNU-6320, XNO-L6020R, XNV-6012, XNV-6012M, XNV-6013M, XNV-6022R, XNV-6022RM & KNO-5080R 

 

Hikvision 

DS-2CV2U01FD-IW, DS-2CV2U21FD-IW, DS-2CV2Q01FD-IW & DS-2CV2Q21FD-IW 

 

Merit Lilin 

MR6422A, ZMR8422X, ZMR8122X, ZMR8122X-P, ZMR8122X2-P, ZMR7722X, ZMR7422X-P, ZMR7422X2-P, 

ZMR6422AX-P, ZMR6522X, MR6522E2, MR6522, MG1022, MR6422, MR6322A, MR3022A, MR3022, MR2922A, 

MR2922, MR832B, MR302B, MR652B, MR632B, ZMR8442X, ZMR8142X-P, ZMR7742X, ZMR7442X-P, ZMR7442X2-

P, ZMR6542X, ZMR6442AX-P, MR6542, MR6442A, MR6442, MR6342A, MR6342, MR3042A, MR3042, MR2942A, 

MR2942, ZSR8122, SG1122, ZSR8122EX2, ZSR8122EX3, SR8222, SD2222, SR7424-8, SR6422, SR2922, ZHR6482EX2, 

ZHR8182, UHG1182, PSR5024EX30, PSR5024EX20, PSD4624EX30 & PSD4624EX20 

 

Milesight Technology 

MS-C2961-EB, MS-C2961-EPB, MS-C5361-EB, MS-C2961-RPB, MS-C2961-REPB, MS-C2981-PB, MS-C2983-PB, MS-

C2973-PB, MS-C2975-PB, MS-C2975-EPB, MS-C2862-FPB, MS-C2862-RFPB, MS-C2862-FIPB, MS-C2862-RFIPB, MS-

C2962-FPB, MS-C2962-RFPB, MS-C2962-FIPB, MS-C2962-RFIPB, MS-C2872-FPB, MS-C2872-RFPB, MS-C2872-FIPB, 

MS-C2872-RFIPB, MS-C2972-FPB, MS-C2972-RFPB, MS-C2972-FIPB, MS-C2972-RFIPB, MS-C2851-PB, MS-C2851-

RPB, MS-C2951-PB, MS-C2951-RPB, MS-C2951-EPB, MS-C2951-REPB, MS-C2962-EPB, MS-C2962-REPB, MS-C2963-

PB, MS-C2963-RPB, MS-C2964-PB, MS-C2963-FPB, MS-C2963-RFPB, MS-C2963-FIPB, MS-C2963-RFIPB, MS-C2864-

FPB, MS-C2864-RFPB, MS-C2864-FIPB, MS-C2864-RFIPB, MS-C2964-FPB, MS-C2964-RFPB, MS-C2964-FIPB, MS-
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C2964-RFIPB, MS-C2942-B, MS-C2942-PB, MS-C2942-RB, MS-C2942-RPB, MS-C4461-EB, MS-C5361-EPB, MS-

C4461-EPB, MS-C4481-PB, MS-C5381-PB, MS-C4483-PB, MS-C5383-PB, MS-C4473-PB, MS-C5373-PB, MS-C5375-

PB, MS-C5375-EPB, MS-C3763-PB, MS-C4463-PB, MS-C5363-PB, MS-C5364-PB, MS-C3763-FPB, MS-C3763-FIPB, 

MS-C4463-FPB, MS-C4463-FIPB, MS-C5363-FPB, MS-C5363-FIPB, MS-C5364-FPB, MS-C5364-FIPB, MS-C3762-FPB, 

MS-C3762-FIPB, MS-C4462-FPB, MS-C4462-FIPB, MS-C5362-FPB, MS-C5362-FIPB, MS-C3772-FPB, MS-C3772-FIPB, 

MS-C4472-FPB, MS-C4472-FIPB, MS-C5372-FPB, MS-C5372-FIPB, MS-C3751-PB, MS-C4451-PB, MS-C4451-EPB, MS-

C5351-PB, MS-C5351-EPB, MS-C4462-EPB, MS-C5362-EPB, MS-C5342-B & MS-C5342-PB 

 

Oncam Grandeye 

EVO-180-WID & EVO-180-WJD 

 

Pelco  

ES6230, ES6230-12P-R2, ES6230-02, ES6230-12, ES6230-12P, ES6230-05, ES6230-15, ES6230-15P, ES6230-12-R2, 

ES6230-15-R2, ES6230-15P-R2, S6230-FWL0, S6230-FWL1, S6230-YBL0, S6230-YBL1, S6230-PGL0, S6230-PGL1, 

S6230-PBL0, S6230-PBL1, IMP831-1ERS, IMP831-1RS & IBP831-1ER 

 

Shenzen TVT Digital Technology 

TD-9452E2A, TD-9453E2A, TD-9551E2A, TD-9555E2A, TD-9554E2A, TD-9481S2, TD-9482S2, TD-9581S2, TD-9584S2, 

TD-9585S2, TD-9553E2A & TD-9451E2A 

 

WatchNet 

MPIX-40BIMR, MPIX-40VDV-IRM, MPIX-40BIVF & MPIX-40VDV-IRV 

 

Yokogawa Denshikiki 

FIELD EYE2 & FIELD EYE 

  

Replace Hardware Remarks: 

Be aware that after using Replace Hardware and changing the license, the license should always be checked to 

verify that it is activated. 

4K Remarks: 

Due to the nature of 4K and the high resolution at high frame rates, this will increase the demand for high 

performing network, CPU, graphic adaptors and monitors. Unless all components in the hardware infrastructure is 

prepared for a high load, there might be limitations seen as latency, stutter etc. 

 

4K - Recommended XProtect version 2016 or newer, supporting HW accelerated decoding using the GPU 

 

 

ONVIF upgrade from DP 6.2 or earlier remarks: 

After upgrade, some ONVIF devices might not work. The new version of ONVIF now only shows features that a 

responding correctly through the ONVIF interface. Since XProtect Corporate does not allow things like e.g. Audio, 
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Input or similar to be removed, the ONVIF device will not be upgraded properly and hence not work. A work-

around is to do replace hardware. 

 

After upgrade Video Stream 1 and 2 might not correctly reflect the actual settings on those profiles. This is due to 

the ONVIF driver only used to have two video streams, where you selected a profile, where it now will have a video 

stream for each profile. XProtect Corporate “copies” the settings for each video stream when the driver is 

upgraded, so if Video Stream 1 or 2 did not have the correct profile that is now mapped to the stream it will show 

the same settings as before the upgrade even though the mapped profile might actually have other settings. The 

streams should work with the new settings unless some of these are not supported on the profile. 

 

Some settings might be missing because the driver now only looks for the different type of settings in the places 

they should be according to standard. 

 

Some features might not work any longer because the driver now only looks for the features and corresponding 

settings in the places and in the format, they should have according to the standard. 

 

Profile names might get changed after the upgrade because we now use the names given by the device for the 

profiles. These will not always correspond to what was previously used. 

 

 

Axis Remarks: 

The Axis M, P and Q drivers (except P8221) have been replaced with four new dynamic drivers that also supports 

the new Axis Events handling. This means that all new devices added to a system will automatically be detected on 

one of the new drivers. 

Note: If your devices are using firmware 5.20 or lower then Events and I/O will not work with the new drivers. You 

should either upgrade to a newer firmware or manually select the driver to add the device. Be aware if you add the 

device manually and later upgrade the firmware you will need to do a Replace Hardware to change to the new 

driver. 

 

Note: Before Replacing Hardware to only change the driver and not the hardware please contact  

Support on how to do this correctly. 

 

AVHS: Due to a limitation in the firmwares only 9 socket connections can be open on an AVHS device at any time. 

JPEG video streams, Audio In streams, Audio Out and Output streams use 1 socket connection each. H.264 video 

streams, Events, Inputs and Edge Storage use 2 connections each. This also means that when upgrading from a 

previous Device Pack to 7.3 all Channels should be disabled before the upgrade. 

 

AVHS: Audio Out does not work properly with firmwares before 5.50 when running the 2013 or older versions. To 

get Audio Out to work in the 2013 or older versions with a firmware before 5.50 you need to either enable 

anonymous login or disable all authentication on the device. Audio Out will work with firmwares before 5.50 on 

the new 2014 versions. 

 

Stretch Remarks: 
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To accommodate requests that the Stretch cards can run in a machine that has no Network card, the Stretch cards 

will from Device Pack 7.1 use a new scheme to retrieve a serial number. This means that when updating from a 

previous device pack, you need to run a Replace Hardware and get a new license for the Stretch cards to work. 

 

Hikvision remarks: 

Due to the new security policy introduced by Hikvision with the 5.3.x baseline firmware, adding Hikvision cameras 

may cause temporary lockout of devices, even if the correct username and password have been predefined. This 

can be avoided by disabling the ‘Enable Illegal Login Lock’ option on the camera’s webpage, if it is available in the 

firmware. 

 

Firmware versions supporting the ‘Enable Illegal Login Lock’: 

 

v5.3.8 build 150722 

v5.3.0 build 150513 

v5.3.8 build 151224 

v5.3.10 build 150917 

 

 

 

Firmware versions without the ‘Enable Illegal Login Lock’: 

 

v5.3.8 build 150707 

v5.3.9 build 150910 

 

Recommended installation steps: 

 

For devices that have the ability to control the Illegal Login Lock:  

 

It is recommended to disable the Illegal Login Lock from camera’s web page prior adding the device to XProtect 

software. 

Enabling it afterwards will not affect the functionality of this camera. 

 

If disabling this feature is not an option please mind the following: 

1. Avoid using express scan. If this is not an option please specify the username and password on top of the 

credentials’ list. 

2. When using IP range don’t define more than 1 password and username. 

3. If you need to add a lot of cameras with different credentials it is recommended using CSV file method. 

4. Use manual add method (auto discovery). 

 

For devices without Illegal Login Lock control in their webpage:  

 

5. Avoid using express scan. If this is not an option please specify the username and password on top of the 

credentials’ list. 
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6. When using IP range don’t define more than 1 password and username. 

7. If you need to add a lot of cameras with different credentials it is recommended using CSV file method. 

8. Use manual add method (auto discovery). 

 

Using firmware 5.5.0 and later versions 

With firmware 5.5.0 Onvif will no longer be enabled by default.  

To enabled it, you need to use the Hikvision’s tool which is found on their webpage or do it directly on the cameras 

homepage. 

 

Multi stream devices: Some Hikvision cameras has support for up to 10 streams. If stream 6 to 10 needs to be 

used it should be set up on the cameras webpage before the device is added to Milestone. 

Video will be lost if stream 6 to 10 is selected in Milestone and not set up on the cameras webpage.  

 

Upgrade from DP 6.7 or earlier remark: 

If you are upgrading from a device pack prior to Device Pack 6.7 and using XProtect  

Enterprise 8.x, XProtect Professional 8.x, XProtect Express, XProtect Essential 2.x or XProtect Go  

2.x versions, it is important that you do not uninstall the previous Device Pack first. 

 

 

Legacy Device Pack: 

Device drivers are now split into two device packs: the regular device pack with newer drivers and the legacy 

device pack with older drivers. 

The regular device pack is included in the Product release. The legacy device pack is a separate installer. 

More information about the drivers could be found on the Milestone website: 

https://www.milestonesys.com/community/business-partner-tools/device-packs/  

Legacy Device Pack Updates: 

Last released: Legacy Device Pack 1.1b 

Updates: Included installation for MSXML 4.0   

Warning: You have to stop the Milestone Recording Server service in order to install the Legacy Device Pack 1.1b 

 

 

Software Manager: 

The 2018 R2 release of XProtect VMSs includes an updated version of the Software Manager. This version of the 

Software Manager removes the need for special deployment packages and allows using the standard installers for 

deployment. Distributing Device Packs to Recording Servers using Software Manager will be possible to do using 

the normal Device Pack installer from version 9.9a. 

 

 

 

https://www.milestonesys.com/community/business-partner-tools/device-packs/

